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Abstract

Knowledge graph integration typically suf-
fers from the widely existing dangling enti-
ties that cannot find alignment cross knowl-
edge graphs (KGs). The dangling entity set is
unavailable in most real-world scenarios, and
manually mining the entity pairs that consist
of entities with the same meaning is labor-
consuming. In this paper, we propose a novel
accurate Unsupervised method for joint Entity
alignment (EA) and Dangling entity detection
(DED), called UED. The UED mines the literal
semantic information to generate pseudo entity
pairs and globally guided alignment informa-
tion for EA and then utilizes the EA results to
assist the DED. We construct a medical cross-
lingual knowledge graph dataset, MedED, pro-
viding data for both the EA and DED tasks.
Extensive experiments demonstrate that in the
EA task, UED achieves EA results compara-
ble to those of state-of-the-art supervised EA
baselines and outperforms the current state-of-
the-art EA methods by combining supervised
EA data. For the DED task, UED obtains high-
quality results without supervision.

1 Introduction

Entity alignment (EA) that aligns the equivalent
entities in different knowledge graphs (KGs) is a
fundamental technique for knowledge graph inte-
gration. A typical application of EA is constructing
a large-scale KG by integrating different KGs to
facilitate various downstream tasks such as ques-
tion answering (Savenkov and Agichtein, 2016;
Yu et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2022), recommendation
(Cao et al., 2019), and search engines (Xiong et al.,
2017). The existing embedding-based EA methods
align each entity to its closest counterpart cross
KGs according to entity embeddings. In recent
years, they have emerged as the dominant EA so-
lutions due to their effectiveness and strong ability
to utilize information such as entity name strings,
entity description, attributes, and graph structure.

These EA methods (Chen et al., 2017; Sun et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2021a; Liu
et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2021) are built upon the
assumption that there exists a counterpart in the
target KG for any source entity (Sun et al., 2021).
Therefore, ideally, their performances are assessed
by only considering the entities in the set of testing
entity pairs.

In the real-world scenario, four facts should be
considered when aligning KGs: (1) The entities
that do not have counterparts in another KG are
ubiquitous. These entities are referred to as dan-
gling entities, following Sun et al. (2021). There-
fore, it is necessary to identify the dangling entities
and then align the remaining matchable entities to
their counterparts. The widely used approach of in-
tegrating KGs according to the cross KG similarity
between entities loses sight of identifying dangling
entities. (2) Dangling entity sets are not labeled in
most cases, while some entity pairs are relatively
available but labor-consuming. For example, we
can preliminarily obtain pseudo entity pairs with
high similarity according to extra information to
align entities and then manually extract the correct
pairs. The extra information could be cross KG
links or literal semantic information from machine
translation or word embeddings. However, identify-
ing a dangling entity requires manual comparisons
between an entity and all entities in the target KG,
which is tedious and almost impossible for large
KGs. Dangling entity detection (DED) methods
need to avoid reliance on supervision. (3) Literal
semantic information has an essential impact on
EA. As shown in previous works (Wu et al., 2019;
Nguyen et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2021b), competi-
tive EA results can be achieved by translating entity
names to the same language and calculating the vec-
tor representation from GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014), suggesting that it is possible to get rid of
manually annotated entity pairs by automatically
mining literal semantic information. (4) Align-
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ments are associated with each other. Traditional
EA methods align entities in the local alignment
way by calculating the cross KGs similarity of en-
tities and selecting the most similar entity as EA
results. The local alignment neglects the associa-
tion between alignment and suffers from conflicting
many-to-one and many-to-many alignments.

Considering the above facts, we propose UED,
an accurate Unsupervised method for joint EA and
DED. For EA, to automatically mine the literal
semantic information, we generate pseudo entity
pairs for the align loss and design a semantic-based
globally guided loss to guide the alignment for all
entities, not only for those in entity pairs. For DED,
since verifying the dangling entity has to check all
the entities in the target KG and the dangling en-
tity set is unavailable, we add empty entities into
two KGs and transfer the EA and DED tasks into a
modified global optimal transport problem (OTP)
to identify dangling entities relying on pseudo en-
tity pairs only. We propose a simple but effective
way to reduce the complexity of OTP. Our experi-
ments show that the dangling entity identification
mechanism also enhances the EA performance.

There are several traditional EA datasets widely
used in the EA task. Nevertheless, neither dataset
provides a dangling test set for DED. As mentioned
above, identifying dangling entities is crucial in
real-world knowledge graph integration. To demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method and incen-
tivize future studies, we construct a cross-lingual
medical knowledge graph dataset with EA task
and DED task, called MedED, based on the Uni-
fied Medical Language System (UMLS) (Lindberg
et al., 1993).

We summarize the main contributions as fol-
lows:

• We construct a cross-lingual knowledge graph
dataset to demonstrate the effect of our de-
signs and support future studies on EA and
DED.

• We propose UED, a unified unsupervised
method for both EA and DED, which gets
rid of supervision in both tasks and fits the
real-world scenario when aligning KGs. UED
mines the literal semantic information for EA
and then utilizes the EA results on pseudo en-
tity pairs to generate high-quality DED results
and consequently facilitates the performance
of EA.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments on
both MedED and DBP15K. In the EA task,
UED achieves comparable results with state-
of-the-art supervised baselines, and the super-
vised version of UED outperforms the current
state-of-the-art methods.

The source code of UED is publicly available at
https://github.com/luosx18/UED.

2 Related Work

Embedding-based Entity Alignment
Embedding-based entity alignment methods build
upon knowledge embedding models, which have
been developing rapidly in recent years and aim to
encode KGs into low-dimensional vector space.
The mainstream embedding-based EA methods
adopt models such as TransE (Bordes et al., 2013),
GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2016), GAT (Veličković
et al., 2017), and the other variants (Sun et al., 2017;
Zhu et al., 2021b), to represent entities of different
KGs in vector space. Then they find equivalent
entity pairs between KGs in the local alignment
way.

The critical point of these EA methods is to
include more semantic information in KGs accu-
rately and effectively. The semantic information
comprises graph structure, attributes, and literal
information, but not all KGs contain all informa-
tion mentioned above. All embedding-based EA
methods adopt graph structures (Chen et al., 2017),
while some methods utilize attributes (Sun et al.,
2017; Trisedya et al., 2019) or literal information
(Xu et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2021a).
To alleviate the insufficiency of training data, some
studies attempt to leverage bootstrapping, iterative
training techniques, and self-supervised learning to
enrich the training entity pairs with pseudo pairs
(Sun et al., 2018; Mao et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021).
The proposed method utilizes literal semantic in-
formation to generate alignment guidance for all
entities in KGs without supervision and is compat-
ible with all graph embedding models mentioned
above.

Global Entity Alignment
Local alignment ignores the fact that alignments
are associated with each other, resulting in incor-
rect alignments and illegal many-to-one and many-
to-many alignments (Xu et al., 2020; Zeng et al.,
2020). Global EA methods that consider all align-
ments together have been proposed to mitigate
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these issues but require relatively good quality local
EA to avoid the accumulation of incorrect align-
ments. Unfortunately, according to the Hungarian
algorithm (Kuhn, 1955), the complexity of finding
the best alignment between two KGs of n entities is
O(n4). The existing approximate global alignment
methods, CEA (Zeng et al., 2020) and GM-EHD-
JEA (Xu et al., 2020), reduce the complexity with
extra constraints. The CEA requires the entity pairs
to be stable matches and uses the deferred accep-
tance algorithm (DAA) to find the alignments. The
GM-EHD-JEA decomposes the entire search space
into many isolated subspaces and consequently re-
stricts the cross-subspace alignment.

Dangling Entity Detection
Several recent studies emphasize the problem of
dangling entities in EA tasks. Zhao et al. (2020)
and Zeng et al. (2021) introduce threshold-based
methods to identify dangling entities according to
the distance between a source entity and its closest
target entity. These two methods identify dangling
entities to improve EA behavior. Sun et al. (2021)
also studied the performance of DED in the super-
vised setting by using the dangling training set to
train the classification model or marginal ranking
model.

Our method transfers the global EA and the DED
into a modified unified optimal transport problem
and consequently relieves the constraints on global
EA, utilizes the association between alignment, and
does not rely on dangling entity labels.

3 UED Framework

In this section, we first briefly describe the tasks
of EA and DED and then elucidate our unified un-
supervised approach to solve EA along with DED.
An overview of our method is depicted in Figure 1.

3.1 Task Definition
Formally, a KG is denoted as G = {E ,R, T },
where E = D ∪ A is the disjoint union of dan-
gling set D and matchable set A. R and T denote
the set of relations and triples, respectively. For
two KGs, G1 and G2, the DED task aims to find D1

and D2, while the EA task aims to find the entity
pairs between the remaining set, A1 and A2.

3.2 Pseudo Entity Pairs
Manually generating entity pairs to train the embed-
ding base EA model is labor-consuming. We au-
tomatically generate pseudo entity pairs for model

Figure 1: The Framework of UED. The rounded rect-
angles with dashed line denote the main modules. The
circles with a number are matchable entities, and the
circles with slash denote dangling entities. The gray
circles are the empty entities and the gray rectangles in
distance matrix denotes distance between empty entity
to other entities. MT and WE refer to machine transla-
tion and word embeddings.

training, relying only on machine translation and
word embeddings.

In our approach, we utilize GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014) word embeddings to generate the mean
word vector vi for entity ei based on the entity
name. Then the initial similarity between ei ∈ G1

and ej ∈ G2 is defined as the cosine similarity
sij = cos(vi, vj). The set of pseudo entity pairs
consists of entity pairs with high similarity. Specif-
ically, we define a threshold ε < 1. If sij satisfies:

sij > ε,

sik ≤ ε,∀k ̸= j,

slj ≤ ε,∀l ̸= i,

(1)

then pair (ei, ej) is added to the pseudo entity pairs
set P . For cross-lingual KGs, we translate entity
names using machine translation before applying
the word embeddings.

3.3 Information Aggregating
Our method is compatible with all graph em-
bedding models. In this paper, we follow the
widespread setting to use relation triples as graph
structure information and entity names as literal
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information (Xu et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Mao
et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2021a).
We use a graph embedding model to aggregate the
initial embeddings and relation triples to generate
enhanced entity embeddings, Xe.

Unlike previous works (Xu et al., 2019; Mao
et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2021a),
we use pseudo entity pairs to train the graph em-
bedding model instead of training entity pairs. De-
noting Xei as the output embeddings of entity ei
after the graph embedding model, we modify the
hinge loss with the pseudo entity pairs, denoted as
align loss:

La =
∑

(ei,ej)∈P

∑
(e

′
i,e

′
j)∈P

′ (ei,ej)

max
(
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(
Xei , Xej

)
−d

(
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e
′
i
, X

e
′
j

)
+ λ, 0

)
,

(2)
where λ is the margin, P ′

(ei, ej) is the set of nega-
tive samples for (ei, ej) by replacing ei or ej with
their neighbors, and d(·, ·) is the Manhattan dis-
tance following previous works (Wu et al., 2019;
Zhu et al., 2021a).

3.4 Globally Guided Similarity and Loss
The align loss does not make full use of literal
semantic information since the initial similarity sij
contains entity alignment information for entities
not in P . In addition, training an EA model with the
align loss may mislead the model to pay too much
attention to the entities in P . Therefore, we regard
entities in the target KG as anchors to guide the EA
training for all source entities. Our assumption is
that the counterpart of an entity is more likely to
occur among entities whose initial embeddings are
more similar. Specifically, we propose a globally
guided loss:

Lg =
∑
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sij
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(3)
where Q consists of all (ei, ej) satisfying ej is one
of the top k similar entities of ei according to the
initial semantic similarity {sij ,∀j}, and k is a hy-
perparameter. The construction of Q′

is similar to
P ′

. According to our experiments, sij is a neces-
sary value that refers to the weight of (ei, ej) in
Lg to improve model performance. To gradually
reduce the impact of entities in Q, we design a

mechanism to decrease the weight of the globally
guided loss. The final loss is

L = La + w(t)Lg, (4)

where t is the training step, and w(t) decreases
linearly to 0 as t increases.

3.5 Global EA and DED
Given two KGs comprising n and m entities, we
define a distance matrix C ∈ Rn×m with each
entry indicating the Manhattan distance between
two entities. The global EA task can be formulated
into an optimal transport problem (OTP) to find an
optimal global alignment by minimizing the total
transport distance:

min

n,m∑
i=1,j=1

CijΨij ,

s. t.
∑
j

Ψij = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

∑
i

Ψij = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ m,

(5)

where Ψ is the transport matrix, and Ψij ∈ {0, 1}
for all i and j indicates whether entity ei in G1

aligns to ej in G2. The constraints guarantee the
one-to-one alignment. Considering that n ̸= m
in most cases and the existence of dangling enti-
ties, this OTP is invalid. To address these issues,
we add an empty entity into G1 and G2 separately.
Without loss of generality, we prepend the empty
entity as the first entity in both KGs. Since we
have no information for empty entities, we define
hyperparameters, α and β, to describe the cross
KG distance between the empty entity and other
entities. Therefore, the OTP is now as follow:

min

n+1,m+1∑
i=1,j=1

CijΨij ,

s. t.
∑
j

Ψij = 1, 2 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1,

∑
i

Ψij = 1, 2 ≤ j ≤ m+ 1,

(6)

where C1,j = α,∀j and Ci,1 = β,∀i denote the
first row and the first column of the distance matrix,
respectively. Ψij ∈ {0, 1}, and Ψi,1 = 1 indicates
that entity ei is dangling, while Ψ1,j = 1 also
indicates dangling entity ej . The other Ψi,j = 1
predicts the entity pair (ei, ej).
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Datasets #Ent. #Rel. #Trip. #Pairs #Dang.

MedED
FR 19,382 431 455,368

6,365
13,017

EN 18,632 622 841,792 12,267

MedED ES 19,228 546 594,130 11,153 8,075
EN 18,632 622 841,792 7,479

DBP15K ZH 19,388 1,700 70,414 15,000 -
EN 19,572 1,322 95,142 -

DBP15K JA 19,814 1,298 77,214 15,000 -
EN 19,780 1,152 93,484 -

DBP15K
FR 19,661 902 105,998

15,000
-

EN 19,993 1,207 115,722 -

Table 1: Statistics of MedED and DBP15K.

Our approach now merges the EA and the DED
into one OTP. This OTP considers the global align-
ment information and the interactions among align-
ments and dangling entity identification. Moreover,
considering that similar entities contain more in-
formation for both EA and DED, we keep the top
K rank similarity entities in the other KG for each
entity and drop the remaining entities to reduce the
complexity of the OTP. Therefore, we solve the
problem with very sparse matrices, C and Ψ. Sec-
tion 5.3 will show that the method is powerful with
acceptable computational complexity after reduc-
tion. The last problem is to find the proper α and β
for both EA and DED. Since we have the pseudo
entity pairs set P in real-world data, we propose
an ingenious way to grid search the quantiles of
row minimums and column minimums of C syn-
chronously and then select α∗ and β∗ that achieve
the best EA performance on P . Finally, the entities
aligned to the empty entity under given α∗ and β∗

are dangling entities. The other alignments are the
global EA results.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation

Sun et al. (2021) construct a dataset providing EA
task and DED task, which contains the informa-
tion of relation triples only so that the quality of
local EA is limited and therefore incompatible with
global alignment methods. In this work, we con-
struct a dataset with graph structure and literal se-
mantic information providing both EA and DED
tasks.

Dataset Construction
The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
(Lindberg et al., 1993) is a large-scale resource con-
taining over 4 million unique medical concepts and
over 87 million relation triples. Concepts in UMLS

have several terms in different languages. We ex-
tract concepts that contain terms in the selected
language as entities to construct new monolingual
KG and retain the relations between entities. For
the entity names, we select the preferred terms in
UMLS. The criterion of entity pairs is whether enti-
ties belong to the same concept. Similarly, an entity
is dangling if its original concept is not in the other
KG. We extracted the KGs of English, French, and
Spanish and then constructed the KG pairs of FR-
EN (French to English) and ES-EN (Spanish to
English). We select 20 thousand entities with the
most relation triples in UMLS for the specified lan-
guage and then drop the entities unrelated to other
selected entities. Table 1 shows the statistics of the
new dataset, MedED. For both EA and DED, we
split 70% of entity pairs and dangling entities as
the test set. Even though our method does not rely
on the training set, we keep the remaining 30% as
the training set for further model comparison and
ablation study.

DBP15K
We conduct experiments on the widely used exist-
ing EA benchmark, DBP15K (Sun et al., 2017).
Three pairs of cross-lingual KGs, ZH-EN (Chinese
to English), JA-EN (Japanese to English), and FR-
EN (French to English), were built into this dataset.
Each KG contains approximately 20 thousand enti-
ties, and every KG pair contains 15 thousand entity
pairs (Table 1). Following the setting in previous
works (Sun et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2019; Zhu et al.,
2021a), we keep 70% of entity pairs for testing and
30% for training.

Evaluation
We compute two evaluation metrics following pre-
vious works for the EA task, Hits@k and mean re-
ciprocal rank (MRR). Hits@k indicates the percent-
age of the targets that have been correctly ranked in
the top K. MRR is the average of the reciprocal of
the rank results. The previous EA works compute
Hits@k and MRR in a relaxed setting in which only
the entities in testing pairs are taken into account,
assuming that any source entity has a counterpart in
the target KG. In addition to the relaxed evaluation,
we also compute Hits@k and MRR in a practical
setting in which for every testing entity, the list
of candidate counterparts consists of all entities in
the other KG. Global alignment methods generate
one-to-one entity pairs, and we evaluate Hits@1
for these methods.
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For the DED task, we compute precision, recall,
and F1-score for identifying dangling entities.

4.2 Compared Methods

For the EA task, we compare our approach with
previous methods we introduced in Section 2: (1)
Init-Emb, the initial embeddings used in UED and
main comparison models; (2) the methods based
on translational KG embeddings model: MTransE
(Chen et al., 2017), JAPE (Sun et al., 2017), and
BootEA (Sun et al., 2018); (3) the methods based
on graph neural networks: RDGCN (Wu et al.,
2019), CEA (Zeng et al., 2020), RNM (Zhu et al.,
2021b), RAGA (Zhu et al., 2021a), SelfKG (Liu
et al., 2021), EchoEA (Lin et al., 2021).

The proposed method is compatible with super-
vised training entity pairs, so we provide both un-
supervised and supervised versions of our method:
(1) the unsupervised method, UED, described in
Section 3. (2) the supervised version of UED,
which combines the training entity pairs and the
pseudo entity pairs for the align loss, denoted as
UED*.

4.3 Implementation Details

Following Wu et al. (2019), we translate entity
names in MedED to English via Google Translate
and then use mean of word vector from GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) to construct the initial entity
embeddings. For entities in DBP15K, we inherit
the initial embeddings used in previous works (Wu
et al., 2019; Zeng et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021a,b;
Lin et al., 2021). The threshold for pseudo entity
pairs ε is 0.99, and the k = 3 in globally guided
similarity and loss. The initial value of w(t) is 0.3
and w(t) decreases linearly to 0 at 1/4 of the total
training steps. We adopt RAGA (Zhu et al., 2021a)
as the embedding-based EA model in Section 3.3
to generate enhanced entity embeddings and use
the default setting of hyperparameters in RAGA.
For α∗ and β∗ in the global EA and DED, the de-
fault value of K is 100 for our method. We grid
search 100 paired quantiles of the row minimums
and column minimums of C with K = 10. Then,
α∗ and β∗ are used in the other values of K.

5 Results

5.1 Entity Alignment Results

Table 2 shows the results of EA on DBP15K and
MedED. Following the previous work, we adopt the

relaxed evaluation setting. The results with practi-
cal evaluation setting are listed in Appendix A.1.

In general, for both local and global alignment
in DBP15K, the UED achieves comparable re-
sults with the previous state-of-the-art baselines.
More specifically, for local alignment, the UED
achieves the same level behavior as the supervised
embedding-based EA method, the RAGA, of which
we adopt its graph embedding models. For global
alignment, the OTP brings UED a significant im-
provement, and the UED outperforms all compet-
ing methods except the new supervised state-of-the-
art method, EchoEA. The Hits@1 of UED for ZH-
EN, JA-EN, and FR-EN achieves 0.877, 0.915, and
0.975 in DBP15K, respectively. In addition, UED*
outperforms all methods and achieves 0.915 and
0.941 Hits@1 for ZH-EN and JA-EN in DBP15K
and 0.974 and 0.979 for FR-EN and ES-EN in
MedED.

5.2 Entity Alignment and Dangling Entity
Detection Results

Table 3 shows the results of EA and DED on
MedED. Note that global alignment with DED
should consider all entities. We select the prac-
tical setting in the EA evaluation.

As shown in Table 3, for the EA task, by max-
imizing the performance of EA on pseudo entity
pairs, UED achieves better results compared to the
supervised RAGA and the variants of our method
with DAA. In addition, the UED (K = 100)
achieves 0.805 and 0.877 Hits@1 for FR-EN and
ES-EN separately. The supervised UED* gains a
further improvement of 0.021 and 0.012 Hits@1
for FR-EN and ES-EN separately. For the DED
task, the proposed method focuses more on the pre-
cision in recognizing dangling entities. The results
of UED and UED* are also much better than the
Distance. The Distance denotes the baseline by
searching the best threshold on the dangling train-
ing set for identifying dangling entities according
to the smallest distance to entities in another KG.
These results imply that UED successfully uses un-
supervised EA to assist DED while DED with high
precision reduces the scope of EA and enhances
the performance of EA. Furthermore, the results
with different K show that we don’t need a vary
large value of K, and there is a tradeoff between
improving EA results and DED results: the larger
K achieves the better Hits@1 in the EA task and
precision in the DED task, while the smaller K
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DBP15K MedED

ZH-EN JA-EN FR-EN FR-EN ES-EN
H@1 H@10 MRR H@1 H@10 MRR H@1 H@10 MRR H@1 H@10 MRR H@1 H@10 MRR

Local

Init-Emb .575 .689 .615 .650 .754 .688 .818 .888 .843 .716 .845 .764 .685 .826 .737
MTransE .308 .614 .364 .279 .575 .349 .244 .556 .335 - - - - - -
JAPE .731 .904 - .828 .947 - - - - - - - - - -
BootEA .629 .848 .703 .622 .854 .701 .653 .874 .731 - - - - - -
RDGCN .708 .846 - .767 .895 - .886 .957 - - - - - - -
RNM .840 .919 .870 .872 .944 .899 .938 .981 .954 - - - - -
RAGA .798 .930 .847 .831 .950 .875 .914 .983 .940 .896 .981 .930 .914 .986 .943
SelfKG .829 .919 - .890 .953 - .959 .992 - - - - - - -
EchoEA .823 .939 .865 .861 .957 .897 .939 .989 .958 - - - - - -
UED .779 .907 .826 .820 .933 .862 .921 .979 .943 .895 .975 .926 .893 .978 .925
UED* .826 .943 .870 .863 .960 .900 .938 .987 .957 .901 .981 .932 .913 .987 .942

Global

GM-EHD-JEA .736 .792 .924 - -
CEA .787 .863 .972 - -
RAGA .873 .909 .966 .962 .970
EchoEA .891 .932 .989 - -
UED .877 .915 .975 .970 .976
UED* .915 .941 .984 .974 .979

Table 2: EA results on DBP15K and MedED datasets (relaxed setting). H@1 and H@10 denotes the Hits@1 and
Hits@10. The underlined models use the same initial entity embeddings. The results of the compared method in
DBP15K are from their original papers. We apply the RAGA in MedED for comparison. The CEA, RAGA and
EchoEA use the DAA for global alignment.

FR-EN ES-EN

EA DED EA DED
H@1 P R F H@1 P R F

RAGA .787 - - - .827 - - -
UED(DAA) .774 - - - .870 - - -
Distance - .781 .734 .757 - .786 .861 .822
UED

K=1 .798 .961 .794 .869 .860 .904 .842 .872
K=10 .803 .963 .753 .845 .874 .935 .684 .790
K=100 .805 .964 .748 .842 .877 .933 .646 .764

UED* .826 .976 .654 .783 .901 .941 .694 .799

Table 3: EA and DED results on MedED (practical
setting). H@1, P, R, and F denotes Hits@1, preci-
sion, recall, and F-score. K = 1, 10, 100 refers to the
proposed global alignment method that keeps the top
K(= 1, 10, 100) rank similarity entities for each entity.
The UED(DAA) and RAGA use the DAA for global
alignment.

achieves the better F1-score in the DED task.

5.3 Empirical Runtime Analysis

The time complexity of the proposed global method
is acceptable. The solving process of the OTP could
be finished in less than 7, 60, and 5,00 seconds for
K = 1, 10, 100 in MedED. Without the simplifica-
tion, the running time will be more than 120,000
seconds. Considering the time consuming and the

similar performance of K = 10 and K = 100
(Table 3), much larger value of K may not bring
significant improvement and K = 100 is enough
for the proposed method.

6 Ablation Study

To quantify the role of our designs, we provide
the variants by removing the weight decreasing
mechanism of the globally guided loss Lg and the
Lg from UED (Table 4). In addition, we attempt to
replace the proposed OTP with DAA (Table 4). For
local alignment, the UED without Lg is the same as
RAGA except for the training entity pairs. Table 5
provides other necessary results and variants in
practical setting. There are five major observations:

1. The performance of our method with pseudo
entity pairs is similar to those with true entity pairs.
For example, in Table 4, for local alignment results
of FR-EN in DBP15K, the UED without Lg uses
10,689 pseudo entity pairs and gains 0.913 Hits@1,
while the RAGA uses 4500 true entity pairs and
gains 0.914 Hits@1. Although the proportion of
how many pseudo entity pairs can play an equal
role as true entity pairs changes, depending on the
quality of the initial entity embedding and the KGs
(Figure 2), it is valid to obtain pseudo entity pairs
when true entity pairs are unavailable.
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DBP15K MedED
ZH JA FR FR ES

Local

RAGA .798 .831 .914 .896 .914
UED .779 .820 .929 .895 .893

w/o Lg .759 .794 .913 .891 .896

Global

UED .877 .915 .975 .970 .976
w/o dec. .873 .910 .973 .969 .973
w/o Lg .875 .910 .973 .971 .975
w/o OTP .779 .820 .921 .895 .893

UED(DAA) .847 .891 .962 .955 .956

Table 4: Hits@1 results of method variants (relaxed set-
ting) in the EA task. The dec. is the weight decreasing
mechanism of the globally guided loss, Lg . ZH, JA, FR
and ES denotes the KG pairs ZH-EN, JA-EN, FR-EN
and ES-EN.

FR-EN ES-EN
EA DED EA DED

UED .803 .845 .874 .790
w/o empty .555 - .652 -
w. gold α, β .809 .803 .874 .790

UED(CODER) .884 .863 .933 .865

Table 5: Results of method variants (practical setting) in
MedED. We report Hits@1 and F-score for EA and
DED. The w/o empty denotes the OTP without the
empty entities. The w. gold α, β denote that the α
and β in the OTP are selected by the dangling training
set. UED(CODER) refers to the method that we replace
the Glove with a medical language model in UED.

2. The proposed global alignment method is sta-
ble and effective, causing significant improvements
(0.046∼0.098 Hits@1) compared with the UED
for local alignment Table 4).

3. The globally guided similarity and loss and
the weight decreasing mechanism are usually help-
ful (Table 4).

4. Introducing the empty entity is necessary.
The global method without empty entities harms
the EA result and cannot be applied to the DAD
task (Table 5).

5. The proposed method for searching proper
α∗ and β∗ produces successful results. The results
with α∗ and β∗ achieve the same level of perfor-
mance for EA and DED compared to the gold se-
lection for α and β based on the EA training entity
pairs.

Besides, we attempt to replace the GloVe in
MedED with a pretrained medical language model
(LM), the English version of CODER (Yuan et al.,
2022), and show that a proper domain-specific LM

Figure 2: The Hits@1 in DBP15K (practical setting)
for the UED without Lg and OTP. The solid line and
dashed line denotes the method trained with the training
entity pairs and pseudo entity pairs, respectively.

trained on a large KG may achieve better results
(Table 5).

7 Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel unified unsupervised
method for both EA and DED, which better fits the
realistic scenario for integrating KGs. UED con-
tains four modules: pseudo entity pair generation,
information aggregation, globally guided similarity
and loss, and a modified OTP for global EA and
DED. The first three modules mine the information
in KGs to get rid of supervised entity pairs, while
the last module integrates EA and DED into a uni-
fied framework to identify dangling entities without
supervision and provide better EA results. We also
construct a new dataset for the EA and DED tasks
and perform experiments to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of UED.
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A Appendix

A.1 Practiacl Evaluation Results
For completeness, this appendix reports the EA re-
sults on DBP15K in practiacl evaluation setting (Ta-
ble 6).We compared our methods with the RAGA,
since we adopt the part of graph embedding in
RAGA in our framework.

ZH-EN JA-EN FR-EN
@1 @10 MRR @1 @10 MRR @1 @10 MRR

local

Init-Emb .570 .686 .611 .633 .753 .676 .807 .890 .835
RAGA .725 .903 .790 .773 .931 .829 .884 .972 .917
UED .751 .892 .802 .793 .918 .839 .911 .974 .934

global

RAGA .834 .742 .929
UED(DAA) .799 .769 .935
UED .847 .890 .966

Table 6: EA results on DBP15K (practical setting).
@1 and @10 denotes the Hits@1 and Hits@10. The
UED(DAA) refer to the variant of UED by replacing
the OTP with DAA.
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